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BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS
Darwin and Einstein correspondence patterns
These scientists prioritized their replies to letters in the same way that people rate their e-mails today.
averages hide significant daily fluctuations. For
example, Darwin wrote 12 letters on New
Year’s Day in 1874 and Einstein received 120
letters on 14 March 1949, his 70th birthday.
The response time, , represents the time
interval between the date a letter was received
and the date that the reply was sent. As shown
in Fig. 1b,c, the probability that a letter will be
replied to in  days is well approximated by a
power law, P(), where 3/2. The fact
that the scaling spans close to four orders of
magnitude, from days to years, indicates that
most responses (53% for Einstein, 63% for
Darwin) were sent within less than ten days.
In some cases, however, the correspondence
was stalled for months or years. Some of these
represent long breaks in the correspondence
and a few are a consequence of missing letters.
Others, however, correspond to genuine
delays, like Einstein’s response on 14 October
1921 to Ralph De Laer Kronig’s letter of
26 September 1920, which starts with: “In the
course of eating myself through a mountain of
correspondence I find your interesting letter
from September of last year.”
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of letters they received (their overFigure 1 | The correspondence patterns of Darwin and Einstein.
a, Historical record of the number of letters sent (Darwin,
all response rate being 0.32 and
black; Einstein, green) and received (Darwin, red; Einstein,
0.24, respectively), we have  .
blue) each year by the two scientists1,2. An anomalous drop in
This places the model in the superEinstein’s correspondence marks the Second World War period critical regime, where a finite frac(1939–45, boxed). Arrows, birth dates of Darwin (left) and
tion of letters are never answered.
Einstein (right). b, c, Distribution of response times to letters
Numerical simulations (see supby Darwin and Einstein, respectively. Note that both
plementary information) indicate
distributions are well approximated with a power-law tail that
that in this supercritical regime the
has an exponent 3/2, the best fit over the whole data for
waiting-time distribution of the
Darwin giving 1.45 0.1 and for Einstein 1.47 0.1.
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In an era when letters were the main means of
exchanging scientific ideas and results, Charles
Darwin (1809–82) and Albert Einstein (1879–
1955) were notably prolific correspondents.
But did their patterns of communication differ
from those associated with the instant-access
e-mail of modern times? Here we show that,
although the means have changed, the communication dynamics have not: Darwin’s and
Einstein’s patterns of correspondence and
today’s electronic exchanges follow the same
scaling laws. However, the response times of
their surface-mail communication is described
by a different scaling exponent from e-mail
communication, providing evidence for a new
class of phenomena in human dynamics.
During their lifetimes, Darwin sent at least
7,591 letters and received 6,530; Einstein sent
more than 14,500 and received more than
16,200. We start from a record containing the
sender, recipient and the date of each letter1,2
sent or received by the two scientists. Their
correspondence exploded after their rise to
fame, and reached a highly fluctuating pattern
afterwards (Fig. 1a). Although, on average, they
wrote 0.59 (Darwin) and 1.02 (Einstein) letters
a day during the last 30 years of their lives, these
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responded letters also follows a power law with
exponent 3/2, which is different from the
1 obtained for e-mail communications5.
Therefore, although the response times in
e-mail and mail communications follow the
same scaling law, they belong to different universality classes.
The correspondence patterns of Einstein
and Darwin are examples of well mapped patterns of human interaction, but are also of historical interest. Their timely responses to most
letters show that they were both aware of the
importance of this intellectual intercourse.
Occasional delays were not always without
consequence. For example, on 14 October
1921 Einstein returned to a correspondence
with Theodor Kaluza that he had left off two
years earlier, when he discouraged Kaluza
from publishing one of his papers: having second thoughts, he recommended that the paper
be submitted. Encouraged by this, Kaluza published his famous paper on five-dimensional
unified field theory6, a key component of
today’s string theory. Would it have changed
the course of science if Einstein had not
wavered for two years? We shall never know.
But our results indicate that Darwin’s and Einstein’s late responses or resumed correspondences are not singularities or exceptions: they
are part of a universal scaling law7, representing a fundamental pattern of human dynamics
that the famous are no better at escaping than
the less distinguished.
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